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09 February 2018
This file contains notes on the latest EmbroideryStudio e4 TrueSizer Pro product model being issued as part of
the Wilcom EmbroideryStudio e4.1 release. This product model does not use a hardware dongle, but does
require a Product Key to be activated online. It does not have any optional add-on elements.
Note: Administrative privileges are required to install the software update. If you are installing to a corporate
network, an administrator password may be required during update installation.
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What is EmbroideryStudio e4 TrueSizer Pro?
Welcome to EmbroideryStudio e4 TrueSizer Pro. TrueSizer Pro is a universal embroidery file conversion utility
offering full compatibility between industrial and domestic file formats, as well as full design scalability. It allows
you to view, modify, read and convert, and output high quality embroidery through its easy-to-use commands
and tools. Based on the same core software as Wilcom’s acclaimed professional embroidery design software,
TrueSizer Pro provides the same unique advantages of the ‘all-in-one’ EMB file format.

Who is it for?
TrueSizer Pro is software for embroidery specialists and comes with a range of features to help improve
customer service and sales processes. TrueSizer Pro is primarily intended for sales and customer service staff
for the purposes of scaling, converting, and recoloring existing designs.

What does it do?
TrueSizer Pro can be used to open, view and scale Wilcom EMB, Bernina ART, and Janome JAN objectbased embroidery designs.
TrueSizer Pro can convert designs to many machine formats as well as generate production worksheets. It can
be used to share designs and design images. Customer approval sheets can be quickly generated. Scale
whole designs - stitch counts automatically adjust to preserve existing stitch density.
Additionally, TrueSizer Pro is a design recoloring system. Use it to recolor designs and create multiple
colorways to suit different fabrics. Visualize designs on garments and share with staff and customers via
design approval sheets. Visualize designs in hoops for production purposes. Multiple designs can be opened
simultaneously.
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Product keys & activation
When a customer purchases TrueSizer Pro from the website store, they receive a product key (serial number)
which must be entered when the product is first run. The installation program will automatically try to activate
the product via internet.

Product Overview
The release of Wilcom’s e4 suite of embroidery and multi-decoration Computer-Aided Design and
Manufacturing solutions brings with it the new desktop TrueSizer Pro. TrueSizer Pro enjoys the following
features…

Open designs
TrueSizer Pro opens a comprehensive range of both ‘design’ and ‘machine’ files.

Modify designs
TrueSizer Pro lets you scale and transform (mirror, rotate, skew) both design and machine file formats. After
modification, you can choose to save your design to the native EMB format, or to a different format altogether.
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The scalability and stitching quality of a design ultimately depend on its original source – Native Design,
Imported Outlines, Processed Stitches, or Imported Stitches. Only native EMB designs contain the complete
set of design information required for 100% perfect scaling and transformation.

File conversion
By default TrueSizer Pro saves to its native file format, EMB. This format contains all information necessary
both for stitching a design and for later modification. When opening designs created or saved in other formats,
TrueSizer Pro converts them internally to EMB format. They can then be modified using the full range of
TrueSizer Pro features. Designs originally created in Wilcom software generally give the best results. Other file
types may not have all the data necessary for successful conversion.

Colorways
In addition to viewing design colorways, TrueSizer Pro lets you define your own color schemes for EMB
designs. Add or change them to preview an existing design in different colors on different fabrics. Colorways
are saved automatically with the EMB design file.

TrueSizer Pro also lets you set the background color of the current colorway for more realistic previews and
presentations. Choose from an assortment of swatches, or if you have your own, import them into your design.
Almost any artwork can be used – photos, magazine pictures, clipart images, and even fabric samples. The
background is saved with the colorway as well.
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Product visualization
TrueSizer Pro lets you choose a garment or product backdrop on which to position your decoration. Use it to
display location, size and overall appearance for visualization and approval purposes. The software provides a
library of garments of common brands and styles. Choose colors for each product type, including multi-color
garments. Even use different garments for different colorways within the same design.

The new Product Visualizer docker provides:





New high-resolution predefined product articles
More product categories and product images to choose from
Easier to select and use product images
Locate product images anywhere in the design window
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Resize product images graphically or numerically
Re-color product images
Save product images in the EMB design file for viewing on any Wilcom system.
The Show Product toggle is also included in the docker for ease of use.

Customized design reports
With the ES e4.1 release, you can better customize design report options. Terms and conditions can be
excluded, as preferred.
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Thread assignment
When a design is opened, it includes at least one colorway. This may contain specific thread colors or default
colors, currently unassigned to any thread chart. The TrueSizer Pro Colorway Editor lets you edit these
default colors and assign threads from actual thread charts.

TrueSizer Pro matches design colors automatically to threads from your favourite thread charts. You can
assign these one-by-one and modify your selection as you go. Or you can simply prompt TrueSizer Pro to
match and assign all threads automatically. Alternatively, enter an exact color code or name using the Find
Thread function. Assigned threads are printed to the production worksheet for easy reference.

Design hooping
Fabrics must be hooped before stitching out on the machine. TrueSizer Pro allows you to select from a wide
range of standard factory-supplied hoops.
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Configure the hoops list to include only those hoops you currently have available for use. The list can be
selected from a wide range of commercial brands.

Free sample designs
TrueSizer Pro is installed with a selection of free designs including a number of sample multi-colorway designs.
This is the best place to start in order to try out TrueSizer Pro colorway editing capabilities.
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Supported Embroidery File Formats
TrueSizer Pro supports both native Wilcom EMB file formats and third-party machine file formats.

Embroidery file types
Embroidery files fall into two broad categories: ‘design’ files and ‘machine’ files:
File type

Description

Design

Design files usually contain digitized shapes and lines, selected stitch types and stitch values
and effects.

Machine

Machine files generally contain stitches and machine functions and are only suited to specific
embroidery machines.

The EMB advantage
Do you receive designs from digitizing centers or embroiderers? Do you send designs to embroiderers or
production houses? If so, Wilcom EMB is the embroidery file format for your day-to-day needs. More
professional designs are created in EMB than any other.
Because EMB format combines original outlines (condensed data) with the full original stitch data, customers
will receive designs exactly as they were created – complete with any fine-tuning stitch edits that may be
included. They can still resize the design from the original outlines with guaranteed rescaling. No confusion
switching between multiple expanded and condensed files.
If you want to do more with your EMB designs, you can easily upgrade to Wilcom’s professional range of
embroidery design products. For more information, visit http://www.wilcom.com today.
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Design file formats
In addition to the native EMB file format, TrueSizer Pro supports the following design file formats.
Format

Brand

Description

Read Write

EMB

Wilcom

EmbroideryStudio design file (up to & including ES e4)

●

●^

EMT

Wilcom

All versions of EMT up to and including ES e4

●

●*

INP

Wilcom

Native DOS design file format of Wilcom Computer Embroidery
Design software

●

ART

BERNINA

All versions of Artista design files from V1 to V8

●

AMT

BERNINA

All versions of Artista templates from V1 to V8

●

CND

Melco

Outline or ‘condensed’ file format native to Melco machines – no
stitch data

●

JAN

JANOME

All versions of JANOME Digitizer design files to V5

●

JMT

JANOME

All versions of JANOME Digitizer templates to V5

●

GNC

Great Notions Design file format – no stitch data

●

PCH

Gunold APS

Design file format – no stitch data

●

^ EMB files can be saved back to e2 file format. * EMT can only be saved to ES e4 format

Embroidery machine file formats
TrueSizer Pro reads and writes popular commercial and home embroidery stitch (production) file formats.

Problem Solving
If you encounter a problem with the TrueSizer Pro, refer to the following sources for help:




TrueSizer Pro Offline Help – select Help > Help
Windows help – select Start > Help and Support
Windows manual – documentation supplied with your hardware.

If you have any remaining questions, please contact your local Wilcom dealer or distributor in your country.

System requirements
Before you install, or if you experience operating problems, make sure that your computer meets the system
requirements.
Hardware item

Minimum requirements

CPU

Intel® Core i3/5/7 or AMD Athlon™ 64

Operating system
Memory

*

Microsoft Windows 10, Windows 8.1 or Windows 7, in 32-bit or 64-bit
4 GB
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Monitor

1600 x 900 screen resolution

Free disk space

40 GB

Internet

Required for product activation and registration. Internet connection may also be
required during installation in order to download Windows features such as .Net
Framework 4.6.

* All with latest service packs installed

Copyright
Copyright © 1990-2018 Wilcom Pty Ltd, Wilcom International Pty Ltd. All rights reserved.
No parts of this publication or the accompanying software may be copied or distributed, transmitted,
transcribed, stored in a retrieval system or translated into any human or computer language, in any form or by
any means, electronic, mechanical, magnetic, manual, or otherwise, or disclosed to any third party without the
express written permission of:
Wilcom Pty Ltd. (A.B.N. 62 062 621 943)
Level 3, 1-9 Glebe Point Rd, Glebe
Sydney, New South Wales, 2037, Australia
PO Box 1094 Broadway NSW 2007
Phone: +61 2 9578 5100
Fax: +61 2 9578 5108
Web: http://www.wilcom.com
The screen illustrations in this publication are intended as representations, not exact duplicates of screen
layouts generated by the software. The samples used to illustrate software features and capabilities may not
be exactly duplicable, depending on inclusions provided with your software model or product level.
TrueView™ and Point & Stitch™ are trademarks of Wilcom Pty Ltd. Portions of the imaging technology of this
Product are copyrighted by AccuSoft Corporation. The EPS File Import/Export Converter used in this Product
is copyrighted by Access Softek, Inc. All rights reserved.
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